Chapter 01  Land & People

1) in the north and center of the country
2) the Balfour Declaration
3) twenty one
4) Haifa

2
1) T 2) F 3) T 4) F

3
(open)

Chapter 02  Values & Attitudes

1) Gush Shalom movement 2) the latter
3) 25 percent 4) religious pluralism
Chapter 03 Customs & Traditions

1) the Hebrew calendar  
2) Sukkot  
3) a period of mourning  
4) marriage vows

1) T  
2) F  
3) F  
4) T

(open)

Chapter 04 Making friends

1) Personal risk  
2) family affairs  
3) a specialty item from home  
4) immigrant association

(open)
**Chapter 05 Daily Life**

1. their location  
2. young and unmarried  
3. managerial staff  
4. secular and religious

**Chapter 06 Time Out**

1. festival meals  
2. career waiters  
3. 12 to 15 percent  
4. most of the population
Chapter 07 Travel, Health, & Security

1) agreed on in advance 2) Egged and Dan
3) taking a regular coach tour 4) the Carmel

2) F  2) T  3) T  4) F

Chapter 08 Business Briefing

1) the high-tech industries 2) soccer
3) take off your shoes 4) dedicated careers
Chapter 09 Communicating

1) liturgical purposes  2) a hundred; eighty-five
3) politics           4) 90 percent

2
1) F  2) F  3) T  4) T

(open)
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